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MEDIA ASSIGNMENT  

 

View the following video carefully. Note that you can (and should) pan the entire horizon (using 

computer mouse or swiping smartphone) as you watch it. This is a 360-degree video. 

 

Clouds Over Sidra 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mUosdCQsMkM 

 

Identify one PHRASE OR SENTENCE in the video that is important to you. Please write a paragraph or 

move that explains what that phrase or sentence means to you and why you think it is important.  

 

THEN identify one visual image in the panoramic video and identify it by time on the video timeline. For 

example, this image is 1:18/8:45 on the timeline. Write a paragraph or more that explains what that 

image means to you.  

 

 
 

Prepare your work as either a Word file or an Adobe .pdf file and submit it to GeorgiaView (Assessments 

-> Assignments -> Assignment 1) by the due date. Be sure do click all the buttons necessary to submit 

the assignment. If you submit more than one file, I will read and grade the last one submitted, by date 

and time. As of Jan 17 I am not sure how many points this assignment is worth.  

RUBRIC 

Your name on work. [  ] no     [  ] yes 

Work submitted in GeorgiaView on time. [  ] no     [  ] yes 

Clear identification of a phrase or sentence and explanation of its 
importance to you. 

[  ] missing or very weak 
[  ] needs development 
[  ] okay 

Clear identification of an image in the video, and explanation of its 
importance to you. 

[  ] missing or very weak 
[  ] needs development 
[  ] okay 

Correct writing including proper use of sentences and paragraphs, 
grammar, spelling, punctuation and word-choice. 

[  ] missing or very weak 
[  ] needs development 
[  ] okay 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mUosdCQsMkM

